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One of the most exciting and terrifying times in the lifecycle of a company is transitioning

from a small to mid-range or mid-range to enterprise sized company. Well led companies

that survive those transitions have often been planning for the occasion for some time.

The longer they have been planning the more likely they've become aware of the need

for long term archiving. Of everything.

In some circumstances companies may find that in order meet compliance or litigation

standards every instant message, document, revision of a SharePoint archive, blog or

email in the company may need to be retained. When viewed from this perspective the

volume of data created by even a small company quickly becomes staggering. Worse, if

left unclassified all that data becomes next to worthless.

Clearly, the sooner companies in circumstances such as these adopt systems and

processes to capture and classify all that data the better off they will be.  The trick is

identifying the processes and infrastructure that can scale with these businesses

as they grow.

An entire class of software products has been built to meet this herculean task. One of

the most feature rich is ZL Technologies flag ship product, Unified Archive. Companies

with large data retention requirements that are looking to grow should consider adding

ZL UA to their list of candidates.

Data stores it can manage range from a small workgroup with a few hundred gigabytes

under management to several petabytes. In one case study ZL states that a "top 5 US

bank" has over 165,000 mailboxes under management.

Deployments of such wildly different scale are made possible by what ZL refers to as

"ZL GRID." This refers to ZL's utilization of virtualization, clustering and other "cloud

computing" techniques. The use of these techniques provides customers with a great

deal of flexibility, scalability and performance.

Virtualization promotes flexibility and scalability by allowing the administrator to

dynamically add and remove processing resources. Think of the approach as a variation

on the old saying "Many hands make short work." The system works by running a

number of smaller independent components that break tasks up in to small chunks and

then spread the work over several virtual machines.

Because the virtual machines work in a cluster, the work of the cluster as a whole is not

interrupted as VMs are added or removed from the cluster.  This "cloud" approach allows

for permanent long term scaling as a company grows but also enables them to adjust to

temporary surges in demand or even one time jobs such as ingesting a large legacy data

store.

When demand increases additional virtual machines are brought online to meet demand. 

As the peak subsides the extra virtual machines can be shutdown, returning their

resources for use elsewhere.

A common scenario would be during the "ingestion" of a legacy archival system into the

new ZL data store. Ingestion is the process of importing existing data into Unified

Archive. This is a very resource intensive process as each document, email or similar

structured data is indexed, categorized and deduplicated for storage.

To prevent any user performance impact administrators could temporarily add additional

virtual appliances, perhaps on non-production hardware, to handle the load of the ingest

process. During a spike in user load the ingestion machines could be suspended and

user facing VMs could be powered up. After the user load returns to normal the ingest
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VMs could be restored, continuing from where they left off.

Scaling is not just for ingest though. Each component in ZL's architecture can be

scaled separately. For instance, more VMs can be assigned to the eDiscovery

component when legal is creating heavy traffic in the morning. Those VMs can be

released when unneeded and then additional VMs spun up for the compliance engine in

the afternoon. Clearly, such flexibility to focus resources where they are most needed is

a great advantage over legacy systems.

High-availability clustered computing systems such as ZL GRID have the further

advantage of being very resilient. If one or more nodes are lost the rest of the cluster is

able to identify that they are not responding and reprocess the work that was lost. This

often occurs without any impact to the user. This failover can even occur over multiple

geographic locations.

For instance, in most cases companies will elect to have their most frequently used data

stored locally. As the data ages it is moved further away, often to an off-site location or

into the semi-public cloud. ZL GRID can be configured to failover to a remote site to

prevent service interruption, though at reduced performance.

ZL Technologies makes no bones that they are targeting enterprise customers. Unified

Archive is one of the most feature rich platforms on the market and not every company

can fully utilize its power. However, businesses that have the need and are expecting

growth will have a hard time saying no to a system that can scale to meet any challenge

thrown at it.
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